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Abstract

Ahmedabad is one of the textile industry 

centres in India. From a personal point of 

view, fabric is the most representative object 

of the city. This dissertation will read this city 

from the perspective of fabric spectacles and 

spectatorship. 

Many areas in Ahmedabad lack systematic 

water supply and sewage treatment systems, 

in particular, the east side. The majority of 

residents use bottled water and rainwater. 

In 2005, the Sabarmati riverfront project by 

the Gujarat government totally blocked the 

land and river. It has exacerbated the water 

problem for inhabitants on either side of the 

river. Consequently, the objective of this 

dissertation is to create a new vision and 

resolve the water issues for the city through 

a series of fabric spectacles and spectatorship 

structures of Ahmedabad. In order to achieve 

this, the following questions are discussed:

   1. What is the fabric spectacle of Ahmedabad? 

   2. How to read Ahmedabad through a series of 

fabric spectacles? 

   3. How fabric spectacles and spectatorships 

help to redistribute wetness? 

Based on fabric experiments, related case 

studies, and analysing and applying multifaceted 

city-associated literature theories, a new visual 

of Ahmedabad has been formed: a layered city 

staged by a series of urban fabric spectacles. It 

is realised through multiple interwoven fabric 

spectacles and spectatorship structures. The 

details are as follows: a layered Ahmedabad 

staged by a series of Calico Mills; a layered 

2019/2020
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Calico Mills staged by a series of FABB 

agencies; a layered fabric community workshop 

(one of the FABB agencies) staged by a series 

of Indigo fabric activities spectacles. Fabric 

spectacle represents different things on different 

scales. In the urban scale, Calico Mills is re-

staged as urban fabric spectacles of Ahmedabad. 

In the site scale, the FABB agencies and the 

surrounding environment constitute four fabric 

spectacles of Calico Mills. In the architectural 

scale, Indigo fabric activities and specific 

spaces form a series of Indigo fabric activity 

spectacles of the fabric community workshop. 

At same time, these spectacles require specific 

interactive spectatorship structures in order to be 

achieved. For fabric spectacles of Ahmedabad 

and Calico Mills, the spectatorship structure is: 

the archipelago layer defines the microorganism 

layer; the microorganism layer organises the 

archipelago layer. For Indigo fabric activity 

spectacles, the spectatorship structure is: Indigo 

fabric activities define the space design; the 

space design holds the Indigo fabric activities. 

Supplementary, the fabric spectacles of all 

scales are connected through the navigable 

infrastructure layer. Together they form the 

water circulation system of Ahmedabad, 

redistributing the wetness and social relations of 

the city.
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Sabarmati riverfront project

10:54, Wednesday 08th January, 2020. Yanjie SONG
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Mark Dorrian's text describes the visit of George 

IV to Edinburgh in 1822 from the perspective 

of “spectacle and spectatorship”1. Spectacle in 

the text refers to the optical scene in which the 

city and the king were interrelated with each 

other. This requires a very special spectatorship 

structure, which is “the king observed the city, 

and the city watched the king, watching it”2. 

In the text, the city refers to the urban fabric 

displayed in front of the king’s eye. Dorrian 

pointed out in the text that: “the urban fabric, 

which is made to appear as a sequence of 

theatrical and symbolically loaded tableaux, 

also becomes the object of a peculiarly touristic 

appreciation”3.

In the text, Dorrian specifically described a 

series of spectacles when the king entered 

Edinburgh on August 15, 1822. The king's visit 

began with a ceremony held at Leith quayside in 

Edinburgh. The royal procession then proceeded 

along St Bernard Street in Leith, where it 

passed the temporary triumphal arch. Beneath 

the arch is the motto “Scotland Hails With 

Joy The Presence Of Her King”4. From there, 

the procession passed Constitution Street and 

followed Leith Walk towards Edinburgh. Next 

the procession passed through the second arch 

on Union Street. The arch, which is positioned 

on the boundary of the royalty, serves as the city 

gate. As the procession infiltrates the central 

avenues in the metropolis, George IV observes 

the castle on one side and the Nelson Monument 

on Calton Hill on the other. The urban fabric in 

these spectacles refer to the physical architecture 

of the scene – the arch, the city gate, the castle, 

and the Nelson monument. These urban fabrics 

are conscientiously selected and best represent 

Edinburgh, which are used to stage and 

mark the king’s visit. The specific interactive 

spectatorship structure here is: the urban fabric 

staged the king’s visit; the king’s visit carried 

the urban fabric.

1. Dorrian, Mark. “The King in the City: The Iconology of George IV in Edinburgh, 1822.” In Writing on the Image: 
Architecture, the City and the Politics of Representation, 13, New York: I.B. Tauris, 2015.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. Dorrian, Mark. “The King in the City: The Iconology of George IV in Edinburgh, 1822.” In Writing on the Image: 
Architecture, the City and the Politics of Representation, 15, New York: I.B. Tauris, 2015.

Spectacles of king's visit
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Dorrian’s “spectacle and spectatorship”5 theory 

provided a unique way to read Edinburgh. It is 

based on the historical event of King George’s 

visit. Dorrian’s reading studied the events of 

the king’s arrival to Edinburgh and his walk 

as a series of spectacles. These spectacles are 

set in places which can symbolize the urban 

environment and architectural features of 

Edinburgh, staging and locating the king's visit. 

Today, some of the urban fabrics still remain, 

and this allows people to read Edinburgh from 

the unique perspective portrayed by Dorrian. 

Similar to Dorrian’s theory, it is to read 

Ahmedabad through a series of fabric spectacles. 

These spectacles are set in places that can 

symbolize the textile memories and features of 

Ahmedabad, and staging the fabric activities. It 

also provides a unique way to read the city as a 

fabricity. In addition, water supply and sewage 

treatment are the key problems in Ahmedabad, 

especially on the east side. In 2005, the land 

and river were totally blocked by the Sabarmati 

riverfront project by the Gujarat government. It 

has exacerbated the water problem of residents 

on both sides of the river. In this case, the 

purpose of this dissertation is to illustrate a 

new visual and solve the water problems of the 

city through a series of fabric spectacles and 

spectatorship structures of Ahmedabad. How are 

these proposed thesis arguments reflected in the 

design and literature? To answer this question, 

the following three questions are proposed. 

What is the fabric spectacle of Ahmedabad? 

How to read Ahmedabad through a series of 

fabric spectacles? How fabric spectacles and 

spectatorships help to redistribute wetness?

5. Dorrian, Mark. “The King in the City: The Iconology of George IV in Edinburgh, 1822.” In Writing on the Image: 
Architecture, the City and the Politics of Representation, 13, New York: I.B. Tauris, 2015.
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Look through the Indigo fabric to see the courtyard of Kasturbhai Lalbhaimuseum

13:02, Monday 13th January, 2020. Yanjie SONG

Ahmedabad, located in the Gujarat state in 

western India, is one of the main centres 

of the Indian textile industry. It has a rich 

handicraft heritage, known as “Manchester of 

India”6. On May 30, 1861, Ahmedabad's first 

textile factory was founded by Ranchhodlal 

Chhotalal. Subsequently, a series of textile 

factories were established, such as Calico Mills, 

Arvind Mills and Bagicha Mills. By 1905, 

about 33 textile factories were established 

in the city. Some of them are closed now. 

6. Panchal, Kunjan. Ahmedabad's Textile Industry and its booming past, 2017, https://www.asian-voice.com/Opinion/
Columnists/Ahmedabad%27s-Textile-Industry-and-its-booming-past (Accessed on 25/07/2020).

Except the industries, the city is full of textile-

related institutions, schools, museums, shops, 

activities, etc. Distinguished textile outlets in 

the city include the Mill Owners Association 

Building designed by Le Corbusier and Calico 

Museum of Textile. The textile not only plays 

a vital role in the economic development of 

Ahmedabad, but more importantly, penetrating 

completely into daily life. In this case, from 

a personal point of view, fabric is the most 

representable object of Ahmedabad. 
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2.1. Fabric spectacles

When we walk in Ahmedabad, we can see 

fabric spectacles everywhere. Especially 

in the Pol community areas of the old city 

town, for example, drying fabric on the roof 

terraces and open space, washing clothes in 

the olta in front of the house, weaving at the 

entrance of the shop, women wearing saris 

on the street, etc. These are also common on 

Calico Mills. It was the first textile factory in 

Ahmedabad, and now only a few ruins and four 

residential areas remain. This is the starting site 

for project research and experimentation. In this 

situation, fabric spectacles represent the fabric 

activities that takes place in specific spaces. It 

suggests a new mutual spectatorship structure: 

the fabric activity defines the space function and 

form, and the space function and form carry the 

fabric activity. But how is architecture staged by 

fabric spectacles? 

Drying fabric spectacle on the roof of Khan Jahan's Masjid

10:32, Wednesday 8th January, 2020. Yanjie SONG
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Spining spectacle in Candhi Ashram

14:11, Wednesday 8th January, 2020. Yanjie SONG

Women wearing saris spectacle 

13:21, Sunday 12th January, 2020. Yanjie SONG
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Drying fabric spectacle in residential area of Calico Mills

11:20, Thursday 9th January, 2020. Yanjie SONG

Drying fabric spectacle in accommodation of Calico Mills

12:31, Thursday 9th January, 2020. Yanjie SONG
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2.2. Fabric as architecture

From a personal point of view, the Calico 

Museum of Textile can be regarded as an 

exceptional example of an architecture made 

of fabric. The museum was founded in 1949 

at Calico Mills, the textile industrial centre in 

Ahmedabad. With the growth of the collection, 

it moved to Sarabhai House in 1983. It is the 

largest textile museum in India, and its collection 

of handmade textiles is also considered to be the 

most comprehensive and outstanding globally. 

The museum consists of the Chauk and Haveli 

gallery. The Chauk gallery predominately 

exhibits the collection of textiles. Exhibits 

on display include Mughal, royal textiles 

and regional embroidery from the 15th to the 

19th century. The gallery also houses a textile 

technology gallery and a library. It is considered 

the best place to learn and understand the 

development and furnishings of Indian textiles. 

The display method of textiles in the gallery is 

very special. As shown on the right, the walls, 

ceilings and floors of the gallery are all covered 

by fabrics. The sculptures on display are also 

enveloped in fabric. In the room, I feel that the 

walls, ceiling and floor of the exhibition hall 

are all made of fabric. This suggests a new 

architectural form: fabric as architecture. How 

does fabric serve as a building?
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We carried out fabric experiments to answer 

this question. As shown on the right, the 

fabric creases, the architectural form traced 

by the fabric, and the fuzzy architectural 

structure underneath can be seen. By cutting 

the model, the translucent fabric, the solid 

building model, and the spaces shaped between 

them can be seen. Through sketching and 

imagining the model section, we proposed 

that these three layers represent different 

materials and space experiences. In detail, the 

model represents a solid material, creating a 

private space experience. The fabric represents 

a translucent material, creating a semi-private 

space experience. The space formed between 

them represents the transitional space. This is 

the fabric architectural language we summarised 

through the experiments. How are these reflected 

in building design?

Fabric experiments

Fabric design strategies
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03. The Fabric community workshop

a series of fabric spectacles and fabric
architectural language
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Ganga  Mak i  t ex t i l e  s tud io  c r ea t ed  by 

Mumbai Studio is staged by a series of fabric 

spectacles. The studio is designed according 

to the activity space required for traditional 

handicraft production of fabrics. It is located 

at the foot of the Himalayas, covering an area 

of approximately 1,400 square metres. The 

overall layout is similar to a small village, 

mainly composed of three architectural clusters, 

each of them carries different activities. The 

four L-shaped spaces surrounding the central 

courtyard and a rectangular space below 

constitute the working area. Above this area is a 

linear living space composed of three rectangular 

spaces. On the left side of the working area 

is a linear gallery and shop consisting of two 

rectangular spaces. 

The material, space ratio, opening type and 

size, lighting and ventilation of the studio space 

are all fully designed according to different 

fabric activities. The four L-shaped spaces 

are textile spaces, where various traditional 

textile machines are placed. The rectangular 

space below is the space for dyeing fabric, and 

where the boiling pot and basin are installed. 

The textile spaces need a lot of daylight, so 

in addition to a large-area of windows and 

skylights, a special roof design is also adopted. 

The roof is mainly composed of a bamboo frame 

coated with a mixture of mud and cow dung 

and a bamboo reed ceiling. This translucent 

material can softly bring more light into the 

room. The dyeing space needs more ventilation, 

so the building only retains the basic structure in 

order to increase the opening area. At the front 

of the living space, there is a covered corridor 

for drying clothes and resting. The gallery has 

a modular wooden roof decorated with slender 

white marble inserts. It can filter light according 

to the shadows produced at different times of 

the day, and then better display the studio's 

fabric products. In general, each component of 

the project has been carefully designed to fully 

meet the space requirements of different fabric 

activities.

Figure 1: Ganga Maki textile studio site plan
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In the design of Ganga Maki Textile Studio, 

the spaces’ function and form are defined by 

the space requirements required for different 

fabric activities. At the same time, different 

fabric activities occur in different spaces with 

different function and form. This is the mutual 

spectatorship structure of the project, which 

mainly produces four fabric spectacles. They 

are: weaving spectacle, dyeing spectacle, 

drying spectacle, and display spectacle. The 

workshop is then staged by these spectacles. 

In this case, the workshop not only acts as a 

functional device, but also acts as a spectacle 

device. These design strategies will be used to 

guide the design of the FABB agencies.

Figure 2: Weaving spectacle Figure 3: Dyeing spectacle

Figure 4: Drying spectacle Figure 5: Display spectacle
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Figure 6: Process drawing of Indian traditional indigo dye fabric
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The fabric community workshop is one of the 

FABB agencies. It is also designed according 

to the activity space needed in the process of 

Indigo fabric making. The process is divided 

into 11 steps. They are: 

   1. Cutting the plant;

   2. Loading the vats;

   3. Beating dye water;

   4. Collecting dye water;

   5. Filtering indigo dye;

   6. Dyeing;

   7. Spinning;

   8. Weaving;

   9. Sewing;

   10. Washing;

   11. Drying. 

Cutting the plant is carried out in the fields 

where indigo plants are planted. The second 

to fourth steps are carried out in three tank 

installations in a stepped distribution. According 

to the layout design of Ganga Maki textile 

studio, the fifth to ninth steps are carried out in 

several separate spaces. Washing is carried out 

in an underground well. Drying is carried out in 

an open space. 

Based on imagination and case studies of the 

space required for these fabric activities, the 

workshop is composed of three building clusters 

and an underground well. The first cluster 

contains dyeing and textile spaces, arranged 

around the central courtyard and composed 

of three buildings. Each building consists of 

two rectangular rooms, a roof terrace, and a 

roof with an independent structure. The roof 

consists of a bamboo frame and a reed ceiling. 

The rooms are connected by corridors. The 

roof terrace is located between the room and 

the roof, which is for exhibition and rest. The 

room is made of red bricks and wooden beams. 

The selection of materials comes from the ruins 

of Calico Mills, which was the earliest textile 

factory in Ahmedabad. The dyeing spaces 

need more heat dissipation, and therefore the 

walls on both sides basically only retain the 

structure. The textile spaces need more lighting, 

and therefore door leaves are used on the side 

wall facing the courtyard. The second group is 

planting fields and three tanks, located on the 

right side of the first group, the tank is made 

of concrete. The third group is composed of 

drying and residential areas, which are arranged 

on a concrete slab and located on top of the 

first group. The drying area is constructed by 

a double-layer wooden frame. The residential 

area is a single building constructed of red 

brick and wood beams. The ground floor is the 

living room and other public spaces. The design 

strategy is to use large-area door leaves to create 

more open space and produce more interaction 

with the environment. A private residential space 

occupies the first floor, where staff are housed. 
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01.02.03.04.
05.

06.07.

08.

09.

11. 12.

10.

13.

1. Planting area

2. Loading the vats pound

3. Hand beating pound

4. Dye collection pound

5. Boling and filtering indigo dye room

6. Dyeing room

7. Spinning room 

8. Weaving room

9. Hand print fabirc room

10. Step-well

11. Dying fabirc area

12. Living room 

13. Irrigation water truck

N

Fabric community workshop ground floor plan 0 5 10m
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The interactive spectatorship structure of this 

project is: the indigo fabric activities guide the 

spaces form and function; the spaces form and 

function carry the indigo fabric activities. The 

architecture has become a stage for them to 

happen. This produced thirteen fabric spectacles, 

which are listed on the following pages. 

The fabric community workshop is located at 

Calico Mills. In addition, the para-site model 

of Calico Mills also produced a series of 

spectacles. The para-site model based on the 

preliminary investigation and field investigation 

of Calico Mills. The model has six layers, 

including the groundwater system layer, surface 

layer, relic layer, forest layer, parrot active layer, 

and monsoon layer. After cutting the model into 

six pieces, twelve sections are produced. They 

form para-site spectacles, showing the metaphor 

of the site. The fabric spectacles and para-site 

spectacles then created a dialogue on Calico 

Mills.

Para-site model photography

13:25, Friday 06th March, 2020. Yanjie SONG
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Cutting the plant spectacle

Para-site spectacle 1
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Loading the vats spectacle

Para-site spectacle 2
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Beating spectacle

Para-site spectacle 3
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Collecting dye water spectacle

Para-site spectacle 4
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Filtering indigo dye spectacle

Para-site spectacle 5
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Dyeing spectacle

Para-site spectacle 6
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Spinning spectacle

Para-site spectacle 7
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Weaving spectacle

Para-site spectacle 8
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Sewing spectacle

Para-site spectacle 9
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Living spectacle

Para-site spectacle 10
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Drying spectacle

Para-site spectacle 11
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Tara House, designed by Mumbai Studio, 

adopted fabric architectural strategies. It is a 

modern house surrounded by mountains, forests 

and Arabian waters, located in Kashid, India. 

From the plane layout, the rooms are arranged 

around the central courtyard and connected by 

corridors. The surfaces of these rooms are made 

of stone, wood and polished plaster to form a 

private space. Bedrooms, studios, bathrooms, 

kitchens and dining rooms are all in these spaces. 

The boundary between the corridor and the 

surrounding environment is divided by louvred 

windows. The space between the windows and 

the room forms a relatively private and semi-

transparent semi-public space. Living room and 

rest spaces are set in these areas. In this project, 

the design strategy is to use different materials 

to create spaces with different functions and 

experiences. The specific spectatorship structure 

formed here is: the material determines the space 

function and experience; and the space function 

and experience restrict the choice of materials.

In terms of fabric community workshop, four 

materials are used to divide different spatial 

layers. The surface of the room is composed of 

red bricks and wooden beam to form a private 

space. The studio, bedroom, kitchen and dining 

room are all in these spaces. The boundary 

between the corridor and the surrounding 

environment is separated by a bamboo frame 

structure. The roof terrace is located between 

the house and the roof, enclosed by a bamboo 

frame structure and a reed roof. These spaces 

form a relatively private semi-open space with 

exhibition and rest functions.

Figure 7: The semi-public space 
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Resting spectacle Fabric display spectacle
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How to make the workshop become a water 

supply and storage device? The well of Tara 

House is a good example, which Peter Wilson 

calls “a secret underground room”7. It provides 

an all year-round supply of water to the house 

and courtyard, and is also a perfect place to 

escape the heat and sunshine of India. The well 

is located below the central courtyard and is 

filled with water from the underground aquifer. 

In the monsoon season, rainwater penetrates 

from the roof to the ground, enters the well and 

then replenishes the aquifer. The sloped roof 

towards the courtyard makes it easier to collect 

rainwater. The design of this well was mainly 

inspired by the Kailasa Temple built in the 

8th century and the Dai Harir Step-Well built 

in 1499 in Ahmedabad. They all dug down as 

deep as possible to generate more underground 

space in order to obtain water resources from 

different underground aquifer. As a result, it can 

also maximise the use of seasonal changes in the 

water level caused by rainfall in India. 

As shown in Figure 8 and 9, Dai Harir step-

well and Tara House well have similar vertical 

design methods, they are both connected to the 

ground by long stairs. Both structures show 

unified rough stone carvings. Secondly, their 

Figure 8: the Dai Harir step-well plan and section

wells reflect Islamic culture through different 

architectural languages. Dai Harir Step-Well 

is embodied through mythological sculptures. 

Tara house, on the other hand, is represented by 

the rough stone used in the shaft walls, floors 

and stairs. In addition, the ceiling of Tara House 

adopts minimalism and abstraction design 

techniques. Light and sound enter the well 

through circular holes in the concrete ceiling, 

creating a mysterious feeling of cylindrical light 

projected into the mysterious deep sea. The 

indoor light changes with the rising and falling 

of the sun and moon during the day, and the 

water level changes according to the seasons, 

rainfall, and tides throughout the year. These 

changes make the well produce different space 

atmosphere and functions. The design of this 

well perfectly combines the design methods of 

traditional step-wells in India and the modern 

light and shadow design method with the 

surrounding environment.The Tara House well is 

designed fully considered the local environment 

in India, this maximises the use of water from 

different sources. As a water supply and storage 

device, providing water for the house and 

surrounding environment throughout the year, 

and then redistributing the wetness.

Figure 9: Tara House well section

7. Wilson, Peter. "Studio Mumbai: Ways of Doing and Making". In Cecilia, Fernando and Richard C. Levine. Studio 
Mumbai, 2003-2011: Ways of Doing and Marking (Madrid, El Croquis Editorial, 2011), 11. 
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Dai Harir Step-Well in Ahmedabad

10:58, Thursday 09th January, 2020. Yanjie SONG

Another similar project is the Community 

Sewing Workshop Amairi in San Isidro village, 

Colombia. It is a community-based sewing 

workshop that promotes educational and 

cultural exchanges between neighbours. The 

space design is inspired by the space demand 

of textile production and the local climate. The 

material selections, space proportions, opening 

types and sizes, lighting and ventilation are all 

designed according to the use of each space. 

The project consists of a rectangular workshop 

and an underground well. The workshop is 

staged by sewing spectacles. It is created by 

an interactive spectatorship structure, which 

is: the sewing activities and the local climate 

limit the form and function of the space; the 

form and function of the space meet the needs 

of sewing activities and the local climate. These 

redistribute the social relations of the village.

The well is located under the cornfield, next 

to the workshop. The water in the well mainly 

comes from underground aquifers and rainwater. 

The roof of the workshop slopes towards the 

well, which is more conducive to rainwater 

collection. The well acts as a water supply and 

store devices of the workshop, nearby villages, 

and the surrounding environments. Then, the 

wetness of the village is redistributed.

Figure 10: Workshop design concept diagram
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For the fabric community workshop, the well 

is located below the central courtyard, and 

is mainly replenished with water from the 

subterranean aquifer. It can provide a year-

round water supply for workshop, courtyard and 

surrounding areas. The design of the well adopts 

the Tara House well design method, combining 

the traditional Indian step-well design techniques 

and modern light and shadow design techniques. 

There are several circular holes on the well’s 

roof, which are used to collect rainwater 

and give light to the space. The roofs of the 

buildings around the courtyard slope towards 

the courtyard, which makes it easier to collect 

rainwater. The well is connected to the ground 

through long stairs. Rough stone is used for the 

walls, floors and steps of the well. Except for 

the water supply, it is also used for washing and 

cooling. The design of the step-well takes full 

account of the rainy season in India, maximising 

the use of water from different sources, and then 

redistributing the wetness.

The fabric community workshop adopted three 

design methodologies summarised earlier. It is 

embodied in the following aspects: firstly, the 

workshop staged by a series of Indigo fabric 

activities spectacles. Second, the workshop 

is a layered building. Specifically, the private 

working and living spaces enclosed by the red 

brick wall; the semi-public spaces between the 

red brick wall and the bamboo structure and reed 

roof; and the reed roof used to divide the public 

and semi-private space. The third is the step-

well which acts as a water collection device, 

water supply device, and wetness redistribution 

devices. It not only carries the washing and 

cooling spectacle, but more importantly, it solves 

the water supply problem of the workshop 

and the surrounding environment and then 

redistributes the wetness. These formed a new 

fabric architectural design language: the fabric 

community workshop is a layered building 

staged by a series of fabric spectacles.

Step-well: Washing spectacle
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Fabric community workshop prespective section
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Fabric community workshop main entrance
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Fabric community workshop dyeing area
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Fabric community workshop material and structure

Red brick

Timber beam

Bamboo structure and
roof platform

Reed roof 
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04. Archipelago
of Calico Mills
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The Calico Mills is one of Ahmedabad's earliest 

textile factories, located in the old part of the 

city, close to the Sabarmati River. The factory 

was established in 1880 and closed in 1998. 

Calico Mills was chosen as the initial site for the 

exploration and experimentation of urban design 

strategies. The current site is in an abandoned 

state, most of the land is covered by vegetation, 

and some of the factory ruins are scattered in 

the forest. The existing wells and water storage 

tanks are also in an abandoned state. The site and 

river are completely blocked by the Sabarmati 

Riverfront project. The water used by the four 

relatively concentrated residential communities 

on the site mainly comes from bottled water 

transported from outside. Through preliminary 

and on-site investigations, the site has two main 

problems. The first problem is that the site does 

not have a complete water supply and circulation 

system, and the basic water consumption of the 

residents cannot be met. The second problem 

is that the current site is in a desolate state, 

and therefore cannot bring any economic 

benefits and social relations to the city. These 

are also a common problem in the old town of 

Ahmedabad.

Calico Mills chimney and water tank

11:31, Monday 13th January, 2020. Yanjie SONG
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For Calico Mills, “A Green Archipelago's”8 

theory can provide some suggestions. This 

theory was proposed by German architects 

Oswald Mathias Ungers and Rem Koolhaas in 

1977 for post-war Berlin. A green archipelago 

reflects the decline of a city in its fixed area. 

This is the first reflection of a modern city with 

a declining population. It tries to find a balance 

between the influence of modern technology 

on the city and the traditional spirit. A green 

archipelago divides the entire city into two parts 

for management. The first part is to preserve the 

more valuable areas in the city, such as historical 

buildings, landmark buildings, and traditional 

streets. The second part is to demolish and 

restore the rest of the city as a green buffer zone. 

Then form a new agricultural area, park area, 

transportation facility area, and recreational 

facility area, etc. A green archipelago can also 

be seen as a layered city composed of these two 

parts. Koolhaas thinks it is “polarity Nature-

Culture or Nature-Metropolis”9. In general, a 

green archipelago is working with the rest of 

the city. It is editing of the city rather than urban 

planning.

In 1960, when Ungers was teaching at the 

Technical University of Berlin, he developed a 

series of more thoughtful methods for Berlin's 

structure. This summer school was named “The 

Urban Villa”10 in 1977, and the research focus is 

on Berlin. The city is composed of many islands, 

suggesting a fragmented state. The scattered 

parts of the city are islands and rest areas, which 

are connected by the ocean. It is an incidental 

act of a green archipelago proposal. Using this 

concept to explain the landmark building is that 

the landmark building of the city is the island, 

and the rest is the ocean. 

Koolhaas also suggested that a green archipelago 

is an intricate and immersive system, not a static 

architecture. This concept provides “blueprint 

for a theory of the European metropolis”11, 

which resolves the tension between the historical 

centre (the stronghold of traditional space) and 

the metropolis. Overall, a green archipelago is a 

fragmented system, allowing “a full range of life 

to grow in between”12.

8. Raskin, Laura. Ganga Maki Textile Studio by Studio Mumbai, https://www.architecturalrecord.com/articles/13453-
ganga-maki-textile-studio-by-studio-mumbai (Accessed on 03/08/2020).
9. Ibid.
10. Ibid.
11. Ibid.
12. Ibid.

Figure 11: A green archipelago concept drawing of Berlin
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Similar to “A green Archipelago”13 theory, 

the textile factory ruins of Calico Mills and 

four communities will be preserved, and then 

edit the rest forest areas. The reserved parts 

are called Calico Mills memory layer. The 

editor combines the FABB agencies to form 

a series of fabric-shaped green buffer zones 

as park areas. The trees are part of wetness 

distribution. Then combined with the agencies 

to redistribute the wetness and social relations 

of Calico Mills. Among them, the agencies act 

as are water storage and water supply devices, 

which solve the problem of water use in 

surrounding communities and parks. At the same 

time, rainwater formed by the evaporation of 

trees and river water is added to the devices. In 

addition, the communities and ruins determine 

the location of agencies.

13. Raskin, Laura. Ganga Maki Textile Studio by Studio Mumbai, https://www.architecturalrecord.com/articles/13453-
ganga-maki-textile-studio-by-studio-mumbai (Accessed on 03/08/2020).

Calico Mills memory layer
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“ T h e  p e n s i l e  c i t y  i s  a  d o u b l e - f a c e d 

concept: ‘pensile’ buildings and ‘navigable’ 

infrastructure, the first regarding architecture, 

the second urbanism. Between the two there is 

no hierarchy: architectural design is independent 

from urban planning.”14 This is the description 

of the pensile city mentioned by Gijs Wallis de 

Vries in the book Archescape-On the Tracks 

of Piranesi. In the text, ‘pensile’ means “the 

suspense of the classical order”15, and ‘navigable’ 

means “sewers, bridges, and aqueducts”16. The 

combination of two has created a Roman city 

with navigable infrastructure. 

It can also be considered as a layered city, which 

is composed of two layers: architecture and 

infrastructure. The architecture is the upper layer 

and the infrastructure is the lower layer. Their 

separation allows the landscape to penetrate 

the entire city. The building is not completely 

separated from the ground, but integrates the 

building, landscape and nature through design.

In 1762, Piranesi proposed Campo Marzio 

and interpreted it through a series of diagrams. 

Campo Marzio is depicted in six panels, which 

together constitute a large Ichnographia. 

Ichnographia is not just a plan and a map, but 

more importantly, it contains the architectural 

miniature of Rome's heyday and the vision 

of Roman architecture. Its three-dimensional 

appearance provides readers with a lot of 

imagination. As shown in Figure 12, this is 

a dazzling urban plan that shows a series of 

architectural accessories that do not seem 

to constitute a city. It also shows the urban 

design concept of Campo Marzio is no centre, 

no border, no recurring type, and no regular 

form. The refined order of architecture does not 

impose urban order anywhere, including squares, 

arcades and gardens. This is the initial theory 

of the pensile city proposed by Piranesi. Based 

on this theory, the pensile city is defined as a 

city with no centre, no borders, no conventional 

interconnections and no differences. The positive 

definition of the pensile city is “polycentric 

and infinitely varied”17. Another concept of the 

pensile city is the demand for public places due 

to the historical background of capitalist cities.

14. Vries, Gijs Wallis de. Excerpts from “The Treatise of the Pensile City.” In Archescape:On the Tracks of Piranesi, 49. 
Amsterdam: 1001 Publishers, 2014.
15. Ibid.
16. Ibid.
17. Vries, Gijs Wallis de. Excerpts from “The Treatise of the Pensile City.” In Archescape:On the Tracks of Piranesi, 50. 
Amsterdam: 1001 Publishers, 2014.

Figure 12: Piranesi, Campo Marzio, Inchnographia, 1762
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Intensity and wetness of Divatia Ni Haveli Pol

18. Dorrian, Mark. “The King in the City: The Iconology of George IV in Edinburgh, 1822.” In Writing on the Image: 
Architecture, the City and the Politics of Representation, 13, New York: I.B. Tauris, 2015.

The pensile city theory proposes that the 

components of the urban form are polycentric 

and irregular.  The architectural  form is 

composed of scattered and complex components. 

Then they are connected by an informal space 

on the third layer.

Similar to the pensile city theory, Ahmedabad 

can be imagined as being composed of many 

urban fabrics. Urban fabric can be imagined as 

being composed of multiple irregular public 

spaces and buildings. In addition, the building 

is the center of the urban fabric. According to 

the previous discussion and understanding of 

Dorrian's “spectacle and spectatorship”18 theory, 

the urban fabric is the urban fabric spectacle of 

Ahmedabad. The groundwater system will serve 

as the infrastructure layer, connecting these 

fabric spectacles in order to build the water 

system network framework of the entire city, and 

then redistributing the humidity of Ahmedabad. 

Based on these theories, an urban design 

language of Ahmedabad was formed: a layered 

city staged by a series of fabric spectacles.

In the study of Ahmedabad’s intensity, Divatia 

Ni Haveli Pol was selected as the research 

object. Pol is a typical residential community 

type in the old town of Ahmedabad. There 

are approximately 360 pols in this area. Most 

families in each pol have the same surname, 

occupation and religious beliefs. This type of 

community layout is very compact, with narrow 

streets and high density.

The fabric experiment can be regarded as an 

intensity metaphor for Divatia Ni Haveli Pol. In 

the experiment, the wet fabric was wrapped on 

the model of Divatia Ni Haveli Pol by pva glue, 

and then the intensity of the pol community was 

traced by fabric. Due to the properties of pva 

glue, the fabric becomes hard after being totally 

dried and retains its shape in a wet state. As 

shown in Figure 36, the folds of the fabric, the 

community layout of the fabric, and the traces 

of the pva can be seen. These can be regarded 

as the redistribution of community intensity and 

humidity. A new fabric community form has 

been formed.
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No-Stop City uses the same experimental 

method, it also studies a new urban model 

from a micro perspective. The no-stop city is 

a theoretical project, proposed by Archizoom 

Associati architectural firm, and first published 

in Casabella magazine in 1970. The title: 

“City, assembly line of social issues, ideology 

and theory of the metropolis.”19 For Andrea 

Branzi, the no-stop city is a utopia based on 

a real-world view. Its principle is to eliminate 

the need for centralised modern cities through 

advanced technology. In this situation, design 

aims to become a basic conceptual tool 

for changing lifestyles and territories. This 

exploration of modernist architecture sacrifices 

practicality. Members of the architectural firm 

also proposed that the best urban structure 

may be infinite. Human functions then can 

be arranged spontaneously in a free field 

and unified through micro-adaptation and an 

optimal circulation system. The no-stop city 

has the same organisational form as factories 

and supermarkets. Multiple hubs are included 

in the repetitive pattern of neutral, equal and 

continuous results. It looks like a parking 

area with habitable furniture, which can be 

used according to personal needs. It is a place 

where people can freely build living space 

according to their own preferences and needs.

The drawing by Branzi illustrates the idea of a 

no-stop city, which is a wireless expansion by 

adding similar elements suitable for various 

purposes. In detail, it is mainly composed of 

free-form organic shapes and residential units. 

Then they are randomly placed on the grid 

structure, creating more degrees of freedom in 

the regulated system. In this system, the organic 

irregular shape represents the park area. In 

other words, the city is like a micro-organism 

that is copied, subdivided and spread. Branzi's 

Residential Park uses the no-stop city theory. As 

shown in Figure 12, the green amoeba shapes 

represent the park units, and the serpentine 

lines represent the housing units. Other shapes 

are public facilities. Then they are randomly 

placed on an infinitely extending grid, forming 

a new type of residential community with great 

freedom. A no-stop city can also be regarded as 

a layered city, consisting of three layers. They 

are: the landscape layer composed of park units, 

the building layer composed of housing units, 

and the connecting layer composed of public 

facilities.

19. Branzi, Andrea, Residential Park, No-Stop City project, 1969, https://www.moma.org/collection/works/794 (Accessed 
on 12/08/2020).

Figure 13: Branzi's Residential Park drawing
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Similar to the no-stop city theory, a series of 

irregular shapes generated in a fabric community 

can be imagined as park units, and linear 

shapes can be imagined as public facility units. 

Together they constitute the public space in the 

layered city, called the microorganism layer. In 

other words, this community is like a wet fabric, 

repeating the process of water absorption and 

evaporation in the natural environment. Then 

redistribution of the wetness of the community 

can take place. 

Through the preliminary investigation and 

field investigation of Calico Mills, we made 

a para-site model with soap. The model has a 

total of six layers, including the groundwater 

system layer, surface layer, relic layer, forest 

layer, parrot active layer, and monsoon layer. 

After cutting the model into six pieces, twelve 

sections are produced. These sections produce 

a series of para-site spectacles, which are used 

to define the navigable infrastructure layer. 

These spectacles are placed according to the 

location of the FABB agencies. According 

to the traditional Indian step-well design 

and Tara House wel l  design forms,  the

groundwater system is formed by extracting 

valuable information from these spectacles.  

The navigable infrastructure layer connects 

the FABB agencies, Calico Mills memory 

layer, and fabric community layers to jointly 

build the Calico Mills water system network 

framework, and then redistributes the humidity 

of the site. Based on the theories in the literature 

discussed earlier: FABB agencies and Calico 

Mills memory layer form the archipelago 

layer (building layer) of Calico Mills; fabric 

community layers form the microorganism 

layer (public space layer) of Calico Mills. 

Together, they form a series of fabric spectacles 

of Calico Mills. The special spectatorship 

structure required here is: the archipelago layer 

is the centre of the microorganism layer; the 

microorganism layer connects the archipelago 

layer. These three layers together form a Calico 

Mills design language: a layered Calico Mills 

staged by a series of fabric spectacles. Based on 

previous discussions, the drawing below shows 

a fabric spectacle of Calico Mills, adjacent to 

the Sabarmati River, the chimney and the Ramji 

Mandir na Chapra residential community. The 

other three are similar.

The para-site spectacles
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The navigable infrastructure layer of the fabric community workshop
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The fabric spectacle of Calico Mills
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The fabric community workshop is the centre 

in this fabric spectacle. The workshop is 

between the Ramji Mandir na Chapra residential 

community, the chimney and the ruins of the 

water storage tank. It consists of three building 

clusters and a step-well. The workshop staged 

by a series of Indigo fabric activities spectacles. 

This community-based workshop provides a 

place for the communication of fabric skills in 

neighbouring communities and then redistributes 

the social relations of the community. The 

workshop is divided into three layers by red 

brick, reed, and timber: private working and 

living spaces surrounded by red bricks, semi-

public exhibition and rest spaces between red 

brick houses and reed roofs supported by timber 

structure, and roofs separating public and 

semi-private spaces. The left side of the step-

well is connected with the Sabarmati River, 

and the right side is connected with the other 

workshops’ step-well through the underground 

corridor. They are part of the navigable 

infrastructure layer of Calico Mills. This layer 

also creates a laundry area extending into the 

river. The water in the step-well mainly comes 

from Sabarmati river, underground aquifer, and 

rainwater. It not only provides space for washing 

and cooling activities of nearby residents 

and workshop staffs, but more importantly, it 

solves the water supply and sewage treatment 

problems of nearby residential communities, 

workshops and surrounding environment. The 

rest areas are processed and edited by fabric 

community layers to form a series of irregular 

parks, farmland, drying areas, roads, and other 

supporting facilities (watch towers, swimming 

pools, etc.). As shown below, this is the 

landscape design proposal based on the fabric 

spectacle. Others are roughly the same as this, 

but some adjustments will be made according to 

the surrounding communities and ruins.
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Chimney

Ramji Mandir na Chapra

Drying area

Laundry area

Fabric community workshop
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Fabric community workshop landscape bird eye view
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Calico Mills is staged by five fabric spectacles, 

which are close to four residential communities 

(Lablavi ni chawl, Tarachand nichawl, Ramji 

Mandir na Chapra, and Narayan Das ni chawl) 

and textile factory ruins (two dormitory 

buildings, offices, chimneys, 2 water storages). 

These fabric spectacles are composed of an 

archipelago layer and a microorganism layer. 

The archipelago layer is composed of Calico 

Mills memory layer and FABB agencies. The 

areas between them are constituted by the 

microorganism layer. The microorganism layer 

is edited by the fabric community layers. Then, 

the navigable infrastructure layer connects 

these fabric spectacles, forming a passable 

underground water system for Calico Mills. The 

system design adopts the traditional Indian step-

well and Tara House well design techniques, 

and the different levels are connected by 

stairs to maximise the use of different water 

resources. These ensures the water supply and 

replenishment and sewage treatment of the entire 

land, while redistributing humidity. Besides, all 

FABB agencies have a step-well, which is the 

main station of the water circulation system. 

One of them is connected to the Sabarmati river. 

The landscape design proposal of Calico Mills is 

also based on the fabric spectacles and navigable 

infrastructure layer.

Calico Mills context        

Residential area              

Factory ruins                   

Architecture and                  
landscape 
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Ahmedabad is composed of multiple urban 

fabric spectacles, mainly located in the old 

city. These spectacles are composed of edited 

Calico Mills, including multiple irregular public 

spaces (microorganism layers) and buildings 

(archipelago layers). Among them, FABB 

agencies are centre for each spectacle. They 

redistributed social relations of Ahmedabad. 

Then these spectacles are connected through 

the navigable infrastructure layer to build the 

water system network framework of the city 

together with the step-well in the agencies. It 

solves the problems of city’s water supply and 

sewage treatment, while redistributing the city’s 

wetness.

It is proposed that Ahmedabad is a layered city 

staged by a series of urban fabric spectacles, 

which require  many in ter twined fabr ic 

spectacles and spectatorship structures. Fabric 

spectacle represents different things on different 

scales. In the urban scale, Calico Mills is re-

staged as urban fabric spectacles of Ahmedabad. 

In the site scale, the FABB agencies and the 

surrounding environment constitute four fabric 

spectacles of Calico Mills. In the architectural 

scale, Indigo fabric activities and specific 

spaces form a series of Indigo fabric activity 

spectacles of the fabric community workshop. 

These form a series of design languages: a 

layered city staged by a series of Calico Mills; a 

layered Calico Mills staged by a series of FABB 

agencies; a layered fabric community workshop 

staged by a series of Indigo fabric activities 

spectacles. Simultaneously, the realisation of 

these spectacles require specific interactive 

spectatorship structures. For fabric spectacles of 

Ahmedabad and Calico Mills, the spectatorship 

structure is: the archipelago layer defines the 

microorganism layer; the microorganism layer 

organises the archipelago layer. For Indigo 

fabric spectacles, the spectatorship structure 

is: Indigo fabric activities define the space 

design; the space design holds the Indigo fabric 

activities.  

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

Right: Ocean of wetness:-a layered Ahmedabad staged by a 
serie of Calico Mills
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Cutting the plant spectacle Loading the vats spectacle
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Filtering indigo dye spectacle Dyeing spectacle
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Fabric community workshop prespective section
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Fabric community workshop main entrance
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Fabric community workshop dyeing area
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The navigable infrastructure layer of the fabric community workshop
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The fabric spectacle of Calico Mills
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Fabric community workshop landscape bird eye view
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